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Rolex presents a world first with its new version of the 

Oyster Perpetual GMT-Master II equipped with a two-colour 

Cerachrom bezel insert in red and blue, combining the best in 

high technology with the iconic aesthetics of the original 1955 

model. This colour combination, long considered impossible to 

create in ceramic, is a dream come true for enthusiasts of this 

emblematic model.

UNIQUE TWO-COLOUR  

CERACHROM BEZEL 

A technological and aesthetic feat, the new red and blue 

Cerachrom bezel insert is obtained via a unique manufacturing 

process developed and patented by Rolex, which enables the 

production of a single-piece, bulk-coloured ceramic component 

in two distinct colours. This insert echoes the traditional two-

colour bezel of the original GMT-Master and GMT-Master II 

models. An exceptional achievement on two counts, the 

innovation consists of creating a red ceramic disc – a colour 

that, in itself, is extremely difficult to obtain – and then locally 

modifying the chemical composition of each grain, right to the 

core of the ceramic, to change the red into blue over only half 

the insert with a perfectly clear demarcation between the two 

colours. The Rolex Cerachrom bezel inserts, introduced in 2005, 

have the advantage of being virtually scratch resistant, highly 

corrosion resistant, and their colour is unaffected by ultraviolet 

rays. Their diamond-polished surface offers a long-lasting lustre. 

The 24-hour graduation is engraved in the ceramic and coated 

with platinum via PVD (Physical Vapour Deposition). 

THE OYSTER CASE, SYMBOL  

OF WATERPROOFNESS AND ROBUSTNESS 

The GMT-Master II’s 40 mm Oyster case, guaranteed water-

proof to a depth of 100 metres (330 feet), is a paragon of 

robustness, proportion and elegance. The characteristically 

shaped middle case is crafted from a solid block of 18 ct white 

gold, cast by Rolex in its own foundry. The fluted case back 

is hermetically screwed down with a special tool exclusive 

to Rolex watchmakers. The winding crown, fitted with the 

patented Triplock triple waterproofness system, screws down 

securely against the case. It is protected by a crown guard 

that forms an integral part of the middle case. The crystal, with 

a Cyclops lens at 3 o’clock for easy reading of the date, is 

made of virtually scratchproof sapphire. The waterproof Oyster 

case provides optimal protection for the GMT-Master II’s high-

precision movement.

CALIBRE 3186,  

A SUPERLATIVE CHRONOMETER 

The GMT-Master II is equipped with calibre 3186, a self-winding 

mechanical movement with a second time zone function and 

date display entirely developed and manufactured by Rolex. Like 

all Rolex Perpetual movements, the 3186 is a certified Swiss 

chronometer, a designation reserved for high-precision watches 

that have successfully passed the Swiss Official Chronometer 

Testing Institute (COSC) tests. Its design and quality manufacture 

ensure peerless precision and reliability. The oscillator, the true 

heart of the watch, has a blue Parachrom hairspring patented 

and manufactured by Rolex in an exclusive alloy of niobium 

and zirconium. Insensitive to magnetic fields, the Parachrom 

hairspring offers great stability when exposed to temperature 

variations and remains up to 10 times more precise in case of 

shocks than a traditional hairspring. 

SOLID-LINK BRACELET AND SAFETY CLASP 

The new GMT-Master II is fitted with a solid-link Oyster bracelet 

in 18 ct white gold, with an Oysterlock safety clasp that prevents 

accidental opening. It also features the ingenious Rolex-

patented Easylink rapid extension system that allows the wearer 

to easily increase the bracelet length by approximately 5 mm, 

for additional comfort in any circumstance.
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OYSTER PERPETUAL 
GMT-MASTER II 

Reference (case – bracelet): 
116719 BLRO – 78209

CASE 
TYPE Oyster (monobloc middle case, screw-down case back 

and winding crown) 

DIAMETER 40 mm 

MATERIAL 18 ct white gold, satin and polished fi nish 

CASE BACK Screw-down with Rolex fl uting 

BEZEL Bidirectional rotatable 24-hour graduated, with two-colour
 Cerachrom insert in red and blue ceramic, engraved 

 numerals and graduations coated with platinum via 
magnetron sputtering (PVD)

WINDING CROWN Screw-down, Triplock triple waterproofness system 

CROWN GUARD Integral part of the middle case 
CRYSTAL Scratch-resistant sapphire 
 Cyclops lens (2.5 ×) over the date, double anti-refl ective 

coating 

WATERPROOFNESS 100 metres (330 feet) 

MOVEMENT
CALIBRE 3186, Manufacture Rolex
 Mechanical movement with bidirectional self-winding via 

Perpetual rotor 

PRECISION Offi cially certifi ed Swiss chronometer (COSC) 

FUNCTIONS Centre hour, minute and seconds hands 
 24-hour display via an additional hand 
 Second time zone via independent rapid setting of the hour 

hand 
 Instantaneous date at 3 o’clock 
 Stop-seconds for precise time setting

OSCILLATOR Frequency: 28,800 beats/hour (4Hz)
 Paramagnetic blue Parachrom hairspring 
 Breguet overcoil 
 Large balance wheel with variable inertia
 High-precision regulating via four gold Microstella nuts 
 Traversing balance bridge 

JEWELLING 31 rubies 

POWER RESERVE Approximately 48 hours 

DIAL 
COLOUR Black lacquer 

HOUR MARKERS Highly legible Chromalight appliques (long-lasting 
luminescence) in 18 ct white gold 

HANDS Chromalight hands in 18 ct white gold, red 24-hour hand 

BRACELET 
TYPE Oyster, three-piece solid links 

MATERIAL 18 ct white gold, polished centre links, satin-fi nished outer 
links with polished edges 

CLASP Oysterlock folding safety clasp 
 Easylink 5 mm comfort extension link

OYSTER PERPETUAL 
GMT-MASTER II 

Reference (case – bracelet): 
116719 BLRO – 78209
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A legend among divers’ watches is reborn as Rolex brings back 

a contemporary version of the Oyster Perpetual  Sea-Dweller, 

a model created by the brand in 1967. This 40 mm technical 

divers’ watch, waterproof to a depth of 1,220 metres (4,000 feet), 

features the latest in Rolex innovation: Cerachrom bezel insert in 

ceramic, long-lasting Chromalight luminescence, paramagnetic 

blue Parachrom hairspring, Oysterlock safety clasp and Rolex 

Glidelock bracelet extension system. Originally designed for the 

pioneers of professional deep-sea diving, the Sea-Dweller 4000 

is equipped with one of the inventions that contributed to its 

stature: the helium escape valve, patented by Rolex in 1967. 

This ingenious safety valve releases helium from the watch case 

as the gas expands during the decompression phases of deep-

water saturation dives, while preserving the waterproofness of 

the watch. 

CERAMIC BEZEL INSERT  

AND LONG-LASTING LUMINESCENT DISPLAY 

The Sea-Dweller 4000’s 60-minute graduated, unidirectional, 

rotatable bezel enables divers to precisely and safely monitor 

their dive and decompression times. It is equipped with a 

patented black Cerachrom bezel insert manufactured by Rolex 

in a virtually scratchproof ceramic whose colour is unaffected 

by ultraviolet rays. The graduation is coated via PVD (Physical 

Vapour Deposition) with a thin layer of platinum. The sleek black 

dial features large Chromalight hour markers and hands filled 

with luminescent material that emits a long-lasting blue glow for 

excellent legibility in dark conditions.

THE OYSTER CASE,  

SYMBOL OF WATERPROOFNESS

The Sea-Dweller 4000’s Oyster case, guaranteed water proof to 

a depth of 1,220 metres (4,000 feet), is a paragon of robustness 

and reliability. The characteristically shaped middle case is 

crafted from a solid block of particularly corrosion-resistant 

904L steel. The fluted case back is hermetically screwed down 

with a special tool exclusive to Rolex watchmakers. The winding 

crown, fitted with the patented Triplock triple waterproofness 

system, screws down securely against the case, offering 

watertight security akin to a submarine’s hatch. It is protected 

by a crown guard that is an integral part of the middle case. 

The crystal is made of virtually scratchproof sapphire. The 

waterproof case of the Sea-Dweller 4000, housing its high-

precision movement, ensures optimal protection from water, 

dust, pressure and shocks.

CALIBRE 3135,  

A SUPERLATIVE CHRONOMETER 

The new Sea-Dweller 4000 is equipped with calibre 3135, a 

self-winding mechanical movement with a date display entirely 

developed and manufactured by Rolex. Like all Rolex Perpetual 

movements, the 3135 is a certified Swiss chronometer, a 

designation reserved for high-precision watches that have 

successfully passed the Swiss Official Chronometer Testing 

Institute (COSC) tests. Its architecture, like that of all Oyster 

watch movements, makes it singularly reliable. The oscillator, 

the true heart of the watch, has a blue Parachrom hairspring 

patented and manufactured by Rolex in an exclusive alloy 

of niobium and zirconium. Insensitive to magnetic fields, the 

Parachrom hairspring offers great stability when exposed to 

temperature variations and remains up to 10 times more precise 

in case of shocks than a traditional hairspring.

ADJUSTABLE BRACELET WITH SAFETY CLASP 

The Sea-Dweller 4000’s Oyster bracelet is equipped with an 

Oysterlock safety clasp that prevents accidental opening, and 

with a double extension system that allows the watch to be worn 

comfortably over a diving suit up to 7 mm thick. The Fliplock 

extension link extends the bracelet by 26 mm, while the Rolex 

Glidelock system allows fine adjustments of the bracelet length 

in 2 mm increments for a total of approximately 20 mm. Neither 

of them requires the use of tools.
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CASE 
TYPE Oyster (monobloc middle case, screw-down case back 

and winding crown) 

DIAMETER 40 mm 

MATERIAL 904L stainless steel superalloy, satin fi nish

SAFETY Helium escape valve

CASE BACK Screw-down with Rolex fl uting 

BEZEL Unidirectional rotatable 60-minute graduated bezel with 
black Cerachrom insert in ceramic, engraved numerals 
and graduations coated with platinum via magnetron 
sputtering (PVD)

WINDING CROWN Screw-down, Triplock triple waterproofness system 

CROWN GUARD Integral part of the middle case 

CRYSTAL Scratch-resistant sapphire 

WATERPROOFNESS 1,220 metres (4,000 feet) 

MOVEMENT
CALIBRE 3135, Manufacture Rolex 
 Mechanical movement with bidirectional self-winding via 

Perpetual rotor 

PRECISION Offi cially certifi ed Swiss chronometer (COSC) 

FUNCTIONS Centre hour, minute and seconds hands 
 Instantaneous date at 3 o’clock 
 Stop-seconds for precise time setting

OSCILLATOR Frequency: 28,800 beats/hour (4Hz) 
 Paramagnetic blue Parachrom hairspring 
 Breguet overcoil 
 Large balance wheel with variable inertia 
 High-precision regulating via four gold Microstella nuts 
 Traversing balance bridge 

JEWELLING 31 rubies 

POWER RESERVE Approximately 48 hours 

DIAL 
COLOUR Black, satin fi nish 

HOUR MARKERS Highly legible Chromalight appliques (long-lasting 
luminescence) in 18 ct white gold 

HANDS Chromalight hands in 18 ct white gold 

BRACELET 
TYPE Oyster three-piece solid links 

MATERIAL 904L stainless steel superalloy, satin fi nished, polished 
edges

CLASP Oysterlock folding safety clasp 
 Rolex Glidelock extension system (20 mm in increments 

of 2 mm)
 Fliplock extension link (26 mm)

OYSTER PERPETUAL 
SEA-DWELLER 4000
Reference (case – bracelet): 
116600 – 97400

OYSTER PERPETUAL 
SEA-DWELLER 4000
Reference (case – bracelet): 
116600 – 97400
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Rolex is presenting three new versions of the Oyster Perpetual 

Sky-Dweller, its most recent and most innovative model boasting 

14 patents, which was launched in 2012. The new versions in 

18 ct yellow, white and Everose gold in a 42 mm case expand the 

existing collection by introducing new exclusive dials combined 

with new combinations of bracelets and leather straps.

MASTERING TIME AND SPACE

A classic watch for world travellers, the Sky-Dweller is a 

compelling timepiece of revolutionary design that blends to 

perfection iconic aesthetics, technological sophistication and 

ease of use. This model with a strong Rolex identity combines 

a dual time zone display, as intuitive to read as it is simple to 

use, with a particularly reliable and innovative annual calendar 

that automatically displays the correct date throughout the year 

– needing only one adjustment on 1 March. Function setting is 

straightforward and carried out via the fluted Ring Command 

bezel, by turning it to the corresponding position to adjust the 

local time, the reference time or the date, and then using the 

winding crown to perform the settings.

THE OYSTER CASE, SYMBOL  

OF WATERPROOFNESS AND ELEGANCE

The Sky-Dweller’s 42 mm Oyster case, guaranteed waterproof 

to a depth of 100 metres (330 feet), is a paragon of robustness, 

proportion and elegance. The characteristically shaped middle 

case is crafted from a solid block of 18 ct  yellow, white or Everose 

gold, cast by Rolex in its own foundry. The fluted case back is 

hermetically screwed down with a special tool exclusive to 

Rolex watchmakers. The winding crown, fitted with the patented 

Twinlock double waterproofness system, screws down securely 

against the case. The crystal, with a Cyclops lens at 3 o’clock 

for easy reading of the date, is made of virtually scratchproof 

 sapphire. The waterproof Oyster case provides optimal  protection 

for the Sky-Dweller’s high-precision movement.

CALIBRE 9001,  

A SUPERLATIVE CHRONOMETER

The Sky-Dweller is equipped with calibre 9001, a self-winding 

mechanical movement with a dual time zone display and annual 

calendar entirely developed and manufactured by Rolex. Like 

all Rolex Perpetual movements, the 9001 is a certified Swiss 

chronometer, a designation reserved for high-precision watches 

that have successfully passed the Swiss Official Chronometer 

Testing Institute (COSC) tests. Its design and quality manufacture 

ensure peerless precision and reliability. The oscillator, the true 

heart of the watch, has a blue Parachrom hairspring patented 

and manufactured by Rolex in an exclusive alloy of niobium 

and  zirconium. Insensitive to magnetic fields, the Parachrom 

hairspring offers great stability when exposed to temperature 

variations and remains up to 10 times more precise in case of 

shocks than a traditional hairspring.

LEATHER STRAPS  

OR OYSTER BRACELET

The new versions of the Sky-Dweller in 18 ct yellow or white 

gold are paired respectively with brown or black alligator leather 

straps and with an 18 ct yellow or white gold Oysterclasp. The  

18 ct Everose gold version is fitted on an 18 ct Everose gold 

solid-link Oyster bracelet with an Oysterclasp. The Oyster 

bracelet also features the ingenious Rolex-patented Easylink 

rapid extension system that allows the wearer to easily increase 

the bracelet length by approximately 5 mm, for additional 

comfort in any circumstance. 
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CASE
TYPE Oyster (monobloc middle case, screw-down case back 

and winding crown)

DIAMETER 42 mm

MATERIAL 18 ct Everose gold, polished fi nish

CASE BACK Screw-down with Rolex fl uting

BEZEL Fluted, bidirectional rotatable Ring Command for function 
setting

WINDING CROWN Screw-down, Twinlock double waterproofness system

CRYSTAL Scratch-resistant sapphire
 Cyclops lens (2.5 ×) over the date, double anti-refl ective 

coating

WATERPROOFNESS 100 metres (330 feet)

MOVEMENT
CALIBRE 9001, Manufacture Rolex
 Mechanical movement with bidirectional self-winding via 

Perpetual rotor on ball bearing

PRECISION Offi cially certifi ed Swiss chronometer (COSC)

FUNCTIONS Centre hour, minute and seconds hands
 24-hour display on off-centre disc
 Second time zone via independent rapid-setting of the 

hour hand
 Instantaneous annual calendar at 3 o’clock with Saros 

system and unrestricted bidirectional rapid-setting of 
the date

 Month display via 12 apertures around the circumference 
of the dial

 Stop-seconds for precise time setting

OSCILLATOR Frequency: 28,800 beats/hour (4Hz)
 Paramagnetic blue Parachrom hairspring
 Breguet overcoil
 Large balance wheel with variable inertia
 High-precision regulating via four gold Microstella nuts
 Traversing balance bridge
 High-performance Parafl ex shock absorbers

JEWELLING 40 rubies

POWER RESERVE Approximately 72 hours

DIAL
COLOUR Sundust, sunray fi nish

HOUR MARKERS Roman numeral appliques in 18 ct pink gold

HANDS 18 ct pink gold with phosphorescent material

BRACELET
TYPE Oyster, three-piece solid links

MATERIAL 18 ct Everose gold, polished centre links, satin-fi nished 
outer links with polished edges

CLASP Folding Oysterclasp
 Easylink 5 mm comfort extension link

OYSTER PERPETUAL 
SKY-DWELLER

Reference (case – bracelet):
326935 – 72415

OYSTER PERPETUAL 
SKY-DWELLER

Reference (case – bracelet):
326935 – 72415



CASE
TYPE Oyster (monobloc middle case, screw-down case back 

and winding crown)

DIAMETER 42 mm

MATERIAL 18 ct yellow gold, polished fi nish

CASE BACK Screw-down with Rolex fl uting

BEZEL Fluted, bidirectional rotatable Ring Command for function 
setting

WINDING CROWN Screw-down, Twinlock double waterproofness system

CRYSTAL Scratch-resistant sapphire
 Cyclops lens (2.5 ×) over the date, double anti-refl ective 

coating

WATERPROOFNESS 100 metres (330 feet)

MOVEMENT
CALIBRE 9001, Manufacture Rolex
 Mechanical movement with bidirectional self-winding via 

Perpetual rotor on ball bearing

PRECISION Offi cially certifi ed Swiss chronometer (COSC)

FUNCTIONS Centre hour, minute and seconds hands
 24-hour display on off-centre disc
 Second time zone via independent rapid-setting of the 

hour hand
 Instantaneous annual calendar at 3 o’clock with Saros 

system and unrestricted bidirectional rapid-setting of 
the date

 Month display via 12 apertures around the circumference 
of the dial

 Stop-seconds for precise time setting

OSCILLATOR Frequency: 28,800 beats/hour (4Hz)
 Paramagnetic blue Parachrom hairspring
 Breguet overcoil
 Large balance wheel with variable inertia
 High-precision regulating via four gold Microstella nuts
 Traversing balance bridge
 High-performance Parafl ex shock absorbers

JEWELLING 40 rubies

POWER RESERVE Approximately 72 hours

DIAL
COLOUR Silver, sunray fi nish

HOUR MARKERS Roman numeral appliques in 18 ct yellow gold

HANDS 18 ct yellow gold with phosphorescent material 

STRAP
MATERIAL Brown Alligator Mississippiensis leather

CLASP Folding Oysterclasp in 18 ct yellow gold

OYSTER PERPETUAL 
SKY-DWELLER

Reference (case):
326138
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OYSTER PERPETUAL 
SKY-DWELLER

Reference (case):
326138
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CASE
TYPE Oyster (monobloc middle case, screw-down case back 

and winding crown)

DIAMETER 42 mm

MATERIAL 18 ct white gold, polished fi nish

CASE BACK Screw-down with Rolex fl uting

BEZEL Fluted, bidirectional rotatable Ring Command for function 
setting

WINDING CROWN Screw-down, Twinlock double waterproofness system

CRYSTAL Scratch-resistant sapphire
 Cyclops lens (2.5 ×) over the date, double anti-refl ective 

coating

WATERPROOFNESS 100 metres (330 feet)

MOVEMENT
CALIBRE 9001, Manufacture Rolex
 Mechanical movement with bidirectional self-winding via 

Perpetual rotor on ball bearing

PRECISION Offi cially certifi ed Swiss chronometer (COSC)

FUNCTIONS Centre hour, minute and seconds hands
 24-hour display on off-centre disc
 Second time zone via independent rapid-setting of the 

hour hand
 Instantaneous annual calendar at 3 o’clock with Saros 

system and unrestricted bidirectional rapid-setting of 
the date

 Month display via 12 apertures around the circumference 
of the dial

 Stop-seconds for precise time setting

OSCILLATOR Frequency: 28,800 beats/hour (4Hz)
 Paramagnetic blue Parachrom hairspring
 Breguet overcoil
 Large balance wheel with variable inertia
 High-precision regulating via four gold Microstella nuts
 Traversing balance bridge
 High-performance Parafl ex shock absorbers

JEWELLING 40 rubies

POWER RESERVE Approximately 72 hours

DIAL
COLOUR Black, satin fi nish

HOUR MARKERS Arabic numeral appliques in 18 ct white gold

HANDS 18 ct white gold with phosphorescent material

STRAP
MATERIAL Black Alligator Mississippiensis leather

CLASP Folding Oysterclasp in 18 ct white gold

OYSTER PERPETUAL 
SKY-DWELLER

Reference (case):
326139

OYSTER PERPETUAL 
SKY-DWELLER

Reference (case):
326139
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oyster perpetual
datejust pearlmaster 34

Rolex is introducing new gem-set versions of the Oyster 

Perpetual Datejust Pearlmaster 34 in 18 ct yellow, white  

and Everose gold. Rolex’s watchmaking art is stunningly 

combined with the captivating charms of gold and the purest, 

most scintillating of diamonds. Rolex’s mastery in gem-setting  

is founded on the same standards of excellence that 

have earned the brand its unrivalled place at the pinnacle  

of watchmaking.

 

The dials of these exquisite 34 mm watchmaking masterpieces 

are entirely paved with diamonds. The nobility of the time 

display is enhanced by the bezel adorned with baguette-cut  

pink sapphires on the 18 ct yellow gold version, or with baguette-

cut blue sapphires on the 18 ct white gold version. The version 

in 18 ct Everose gold – an exclusive pink gold alloy created by 

Rolex in its own foundry – is distinguished by a splendid bezel 

with brilliant-cut diamonds set in 18 ct white gold to accentuate 

their splendour. These three versions may also be fitted with 

diamond-set bracelets.

ROLEX – A MASTER OF GEM-SETTING

Only gems of the highest quality are deemed worthy to be 

set on a Rolex watch. The purest diamonds and sapphires  

are selected according to the most rigorous criteria and set  

in keeping with the finest traditions to ensure the most  

intense radiance. Rolex has its own gemmology laboratory 

in which experienced specialists backed by state-of-the-art 

equipment control the quality of precious stones according  

to the most exacting standards; barely one per cent of  

worldwide diamond production meets the Rolex quality 

criteria. The stones are then entrusted to the in-house master 

gem-setters, experts in the art of exalting their natural lustre.  

Rolex has its own foundry where it creates its own gold 

alloys from the purest raw materials: 18 ct yellow, white or 

Everose gold. From casting the gold to shaping and polishing  

it, the entire process is conducted with extreme care in 

the brand’s workshops in order to guarantee the Rolex  

standards of quality. Thanks to this comprehensive  

in-house mastery and such stringent benchmarks at all  

stages of production, Rolex gem-set watches shine with truly 

incomparable magnificence.

THE OYSTER CASE, SYMBOL  

OF WATERPROOFNESS AND ELEGANCE

The jewelled refinement of the Oyster Perpetual Datejust 

Pearlmaster 34 only complements its technical excellence 

as a Rolex watch. Its Oyster case, guaranteed waterproof to 

a depth of 100 metres (330 feet), is a paragon of robustness, 

 proportion and elegance. The characteristically shaped middle 

case is crafted from a solid block of 18 ct gold. The fluted 

case back  is hermetically screwed down with a special tool 

exclusive to Rolex watchmakers. The winding crown, fitted 

with the patented Twinlock double waterproofness system, 

screws down securely against the case. The crystal, with a 

Cyclops lens at 3 o’clock for easy reading of the date, is made 

of  virtually scratchproof sapphire. The waterproof Oyster case 

provides optimal protection for the Datejust Pearlmaster 34’s 

high- precision movement.

CALIBRE 2236,  

A SUPERLATIVE CHRONOMETER

The new Oyster Perpetual Datejust Pearlmaster 34 is the first 

model equipped with calibre 2236 and the new Syloxi hairspring 

in silicon developed by Rolex, which endows it with a level of 

chronometric performance rarely seen on a woman’s watch. This 

self-winding mechanical movement with date display is entirely 

manufactured by Rolex and inaugurates a new generation of 

movements for Rolex ladies’ models. Its design and quality 

manufacture ensure peerless precision and reliability. Like 

all Rolex Perpetual movements, the 2236 is a certified Swiss 

chronometer, a designation reserved for high-precision watches 

that have successfully passed the Swiss Official Chronometer 

Testing Institute (COSC) tests.

PERFECTION THROUGH TO THE BRACELET

With delightfully rounded solid links in 18 ct gold, the Pearlmaster 

bracelet contributes to the watch’s individual character 

and offers the wearer maximum comfort. It is equipped with  

a concealed Crownclasp that is both elegant and functional.  

On certain versions, the intermediate bracelet links are sublimely 

set with diamonds of the highest quality. A subtle echo of the 

bezel, this superb gem setting provides the finishing touch to  

an authentic and very feminine archetype of watchmaking.
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CASE
TYPE Oyster (monobloc middle case, screw-down case back 

and winding crown)

DIAMETER 34 mm

MATERIAL 18 ct yellow gold, polished fi nish

CASE BACK Screw-down with Rolex fl uting

BEZEL Set with 12 baguette-cut pink sapphires and 24 baguette-
cut light-pink sapphires

WINDING CROWN Screw-down, Twinlock double waterproofness system

CRYSTAL Scratch-resistant sapphire
 Cyclops lens (2.5 ×) over the date, double anti-refl ective 

coating

WATERPROOFNESS 100 metres (330 feet)

MOVEMENT
CALIBRE 2236, Manufacture Rolex
 Mechanical movement with bidirectional self-winding via 

Perpetual rotor

PRECISION Offi cially certifi ed Swiss chronometer (COSC)

FUNCTIONS Centre hour, minute and seconds hands
 Instantaneous date at 3 o’clock with rapid setting
 Stop-seconds for precise time setting

OSCILLATOR Frequency: 28,800 beats/hour (4Hz)
 Syloxi hairspring in silicon with patented geometry
 Balance wheel with variable inertia
 High-precision regulating via two gold Microstella nuts
 Traversing balance bridge
 High-performance Parafl ex shock absorbers

JEWELLING 31 rubies

POWER RESERVE Approximately 55 hours

DIAL
MATERIAL 18 ct yellow gold paved with 455 diamonds

HOUR MARKERS Roman numeral appliques in 18 ct yellow gold

HANDS 18 ct yellow gold

BRACELET
TYPE Pearlmaster, fi ve-piece solid links

MATERIAL 18 ct yellow gold, polished fi nish
 18 ct yellow gold, intermediate links set with 186 brilliant-

cut diamonds, polished fi nish

CLASP Concealed folding Crownclasp

OYSTER PERPETUAL 
DATEJUST PEARLMASTER 34
Reference (case – bracelet):
81348 SARO – 72848

Reference (case – bracelet):
81348 SARO – 74868

OYSTER PERPETUAL 
DATEJUST PEARLMASTER 34
Reference (case – bracelet):
81348 SARO – 72848

Reference (case – bracelet):



CASE
TYPE Oyster (monobloc middle case, screw-down case back 

and winding crown)

DIAMETER 34 mm

MATERIAL 18 ct white gold, polished fi nish

CASE BACK Screw-down with Rolex fl uting

BEZEL Set with 12 baguette-cut blue sapphires and 24 baguette-
cut light-blue sapphires

WINDING CROWN Screw-down, Twinlock double waterproofness system

CRYSTAL Scratch-resistant sapphire
 Cyclops lens (2.5 ×) over the date, double anti-refl ective 

coating

WATERPROOFNESS 100 metres (330 feet)

MOVEMENT
CALIBRE 2236, Manufacture Rolex
 Mechanical movement with bidirectional self-winding via 

Perpetual rotor

PRECISION Offi cially certifi ed Swiss chronometer (COSC)

FUNCTIONS Centre hour, minute and seconds hands
 Instantaneous date at 3 o’clock with rapid setting
 Stop-seconds for precise time setting

OSCILLATOR Frequency: 28,800 beats/hour (4Hz)
 Syloxi hairspring in silicon with patented geometry
 Balance wheel with variable inertia
 High-precision regulating via two gold Microstella nuts
 Traversing balance bridge
 High-performance Parafl ex shock absorbers

JEWELLING 31 rubies

POWER RESERVE Approximately 55 hours

DIAL
MATERIAL 18 ct white gold, rhodium plated, paved with 455 diamonds

HOUR MARKERS Roman numeral appliques in 18 ct white gold

HANDS 18 ct white gold

BRACELET
TYPE Pearlmaster, fi ve-piece solid links

MATERIAL 18 ct white gold, polished fi nish
 18 ct white gold, intermediate links set with 186 brilliant-

cut diamonds, polished fi nish

CLASP Concealed folding Crownclasp

OYSTER PERPETUAL 
DATEJUST PEARLMASTER 34
Reference (case – bracelet):
81349 SA – 72849

Reference (case – bracelet):
81349 SA – 74869
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OYSTER PERPETUAL 
DATEJUST PEARLMASTER 34
Reference (case – bracelet):
81349 SA – 72849

Reference (case – bracelet):
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CASE
TYPE Oyster (monobloc middle case, screw-down case back 

and winding crown)

DIAMETER 34 mm

MATERIAL 18 ct Everose gold, polished fi nish

CASE BACK Screw-down with Rolex fl uting

BEZEL 18 ct white gold set with 32 brilliant-cut diamonds

WINDING CROWN Screw-down, Twinlock double waterproofness system

CRYSTAL Scratch-resistant sapphire
 Cyclops lens (2.5 ×) over the date, double anti-refl ective 

coating

WATERPROOFNESS 100 metres (330 feet)

MOVEMENT
CALIBRE 2236, Manufacture Rolex
 Mechanical movement with bidirectional self-winding via 

Perpetual rotor

PRECISION Offi cially certifi ed Swiss chronometer (COSC)

FUNCTIONS Centre hour, minute and seconds hands
 Instantaneous date at 3 o’clock with rapid setting
 Stop-seconds for precise time setting

OSCILLATOR Frequency: 28,800 beats/hour (4Hz)
 Syloxi hairspring in silicon with patented geometry
 Balance wheel with variable inertia
 High-precision regulating via two gold Microstella nuts
 Traversing balance bridge
 High-performance Parafl ex shock absorbers

JEWELLING 31 rubies

POWER RESERVE Approximately 55 hours

DIAL
MATERIAL 18 ct white gold, rhodium plated, paved with 455 diamonds

HOUR MARKERS Roman numeral appliques in 18 ct pink gold

HANDS 18 ct pink gold

BRACELET
TYPE Pearlmaster, fi ve-piece solid links

MATERIAL 18 ct Everose gold, polished fi nish
 Centre and outer links in 18 ct Everose gold, intermediate 

links in 18 ct white gold set with 186 brilliant-cut diamonds, 
polished fi nish

CLASP Concealed folding Crownclasp

OYSTER PERPETUAL 
DATEJUST PEARLMASTER 34
Reference (case – bracelet):
81285 – 72845

Reference (case – bracelet):
81285 – 74865

OYSTER PERPETUAL 
DATEJUST PEARLMASTER 34
Reference (case – bracelet):
81285 – 72845
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oyster perpetual
cosmograph daytona

Rolex presents a new jewelled version of the Oyster Perpetual 

Cosmograph Daytona that combines the nobility of 950 platinum 

and the radiance of purest-quality diamonds. The dial is entirely 

paved with diamonds, apart from the ice blue chronograph 

counters. Rolex reserves this rare and exclusive colour for 

platinum models. The resplendent bezel is set with 36 baguette-

cut diamonds.

THE OYSTER CASE, SYMBOL  

OF WATERPROOFNESS AND ROBUSTNESS 

The Cosmograph Daytona’s 40 mm Oyster case, guaranteed 

waterproof to a depth of 100 metres (330 feet), is a paragon 

of robustness, proportion and elegance. The characteristically 

shaped middle case is crafted from a solid block of 950 

platinum, the noblest of precious metals. The fluted case back 

is hermetically screwed down with a special tool exclusive 

to Rolex watchmakers. The winding crown, fitted with the 

patented Triplock triple waterproofness system, screws down 

securely against the case. It is protected by a crown guard that 

forms an integral part of the middle case. The pushers also 

screw down securely against the case. The crystal is made 

of virtually scratchproof sapphire. The waterproof Oyster case 

provides optimal protection for the Cosmograph Daytona’s 

high-precision movement.

CALIBRE 4130, CHRONOGRAPH  

AND SUPERLATIVE CHRONOMETER 

The Cosmograph Daytona is equipped with calibre 4130, a 

self-winding mechanical chronograph movement with a column 

wheel entirely developed and manufactured by Rolex. Like 

all Rolex Perpetual movements, the 4130 is a certified Swiss 

chronometer, a designation reserved for high-precision watches 

that have successfully passed the Swiss Official Chronometer 

Testing Institute (COSC) tests. Its design and quality manufacture 

ensure peerless precision and reliability. The oscillator, the true 

heart of the watch, has a blue Parachrom hairspring patented 

and manufactured by Rolex in an exclusive alloy of niobium 

and zirconium. Insensitive to magnetic fields, the Parachrom 

hairspring offers great stability when exposed to temperature 

variations and remains up to 10 times more precise in case of 

shocks than a traditional hairspring. 

SOLID-LINK BRACELET AND SAFETY CLASP 

This new Cosmograph Daytona is fitted with a solid-link Oyster 

bracelet in 950 platinum, with an Oysterlock safety clasp that 

prevents accidental opening. The bracelet also features the 

ingenious Rolex-patented Easylink rapid extension system 

that allows the wearer to easily increase the bracelet length by 

approximately 5 mm, for additional comfort in any circumstance.
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CASE 
TYPE Oyster (monobloc middle case, screw-down case back, 

winding crown and chronograph pushers)

DIAMETER 40 mm 

MATERIAL 950 platinum, polished fi nish 

CASE BACK Screw-down with Rolex fl uting 

BEZEL Set with 36 baguette-cut diamonds

WINDING CROWN Screw-down, Triplock triple waterproofness system 

CROWN GUARD Integral part of the middle case

CRYSTAL Scratch-resistant sapphire 

WATERPROOFNESS 100 metres (330 feet) 

MOVEMENT 
CALIBRE 4130, Manufacture Rolex 
 Mechanical chronograph movement with column wheel 

and vertical clutch 
 Bidirectional self-winding via Perpetual rotor on ball bearing 

PRECISION Offi cially certifi ed Swiss chronometer (COSC) 

FUNCTIONS Centre hour and minute hands, small seconds hand 
at 6 o’clock 

 Chronograph (centre hand) accurate to within 1/8 of a second 
 30-minute counter at 3 o’clock and 12-hour counter at 

9 o’clock
 Stop-seconds for precise time setting

OSCILLATOR Frequency: 28,800 beats/hour (4Hz) 
 Paramagnetic blue Parachrom hairspring 
 Breguet overcoil 
 Large balance wheel with variable inertia 
 High-precision regulating via four gold Microstella nuts
 Traversing balance bridge 

JEWELLING 44 rubies 

POWER RESERVE Approximately 72 hours 

DIAL 
MATERIAL Paved with 437 diamonds

COUNTERS Ice blue, 18 ct white gold border 

HOUR MARKERS Highly legible Chromalight appliques (long-lasting 
luminescence) in blued 18 ct white gold

HANDS Blued 18 ct white gold

BRACELET 
TYPE Oyster three-piece solid links 

MATERIAL 950 platinum, polished centre links, satin-fi nished outer 
links with polished edges 

CLASP Oysterlock folding safety clasp 
 Easylink 5 mm comfort extension link

OYSTER PERPETUAL 
COSMOGRAPH DAYTONA

Reference (case – bracelet): 
116576 TBR – 78596

OYSTER PERPETUAL 
COSMOGRAPH DAYTONA

Reference (case – bracelet): 
116576 TBR – 78596
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oyster perpetual
milgauss

Rolex is presenting a new version of the Oyster Perpetual 

Milgauss with unique and symbolic aesthetics. Its green sapphire 

crystal marked a first in watchmaking when it was introduced 

on the Milgauss in 2007. Now this crystal is combined with an 

electric blue dial, an allusion to the emblematic lightning-bolt-

shaped seconds hand and the watch’s technical purpose as a 

paramagnetic timepiece designed for engineers and scientists 

in the 1950s, a golden age of scientific research. Seen through 

the green sapphire crystal, the Z blue dial takes on a powerfully 

attractive magnetic hue.

AN AVANT-GARDE WATCH 

Ever since its launch, the Milgauss has remained an avant-garde 

watch. It was created in 1956 for engineers and technicians 

who are exposed in their work to magnetic fields which disrupt 

the performance of mechanical watches. It was designed 

to resist strong interference of up to 1,000 gauss, hence its 

name – mille being French for thousand – while maintaining its 

performance and precision as an officially certified chronometer. 

A pioneer in magnetic resistance, it became known as the watch 

worn by scientists at the European Organization for Nuclear 

Research (CERN) in Geneva and gained a reputation as the 

ultimate watch of science and technological progress. Several 

innovations contribute to its resistance to magnetism. The first 

line of defence is a shield made of ferromagnetic alloys which 

surrounds the movement within the Oyster case, an invention 

patented by Rolex in 1954. The second line of defence involves 

two of the movement’s key components, the oscillator and 

the escapement, which are made of innovative paramagnetic 

materials developed by Rolex since the 2000s.

THE OYSTER CASE, SYMBOL  

OF WATERPROOFNESS AND ROBUSTNESS 

The 40 mm Oyster case of the Milgauss, guaranteed waterproof 

to a depth of 100 metres (330 feet), is a paragon of robustness 

and reliability. The characteristically shaped middle case is 

crafted from a solid block of particularly corrosion-resistant 

904L steel. The fluted case back is hermetically screwed down 

with a special tool exclusive to Rolex watchmakers. The winding 

crown, fitted with the patented Twinlock double waterproofness 

system, screws down securely against the case. The crystal is 

made of virtually scratchproof green sapphire. The waterproof 

Oyster case provides optimal protection for the Milgauss’s high-

precision movement.

CALIBRE 3131, A SUPERLATIVE 

PARAMAGNETIC CHRONOMETER 

The Milgauss is equipped with calibre 3131, a self-winding 

mechanical movement entirely developed and manufactured 

by Rolex. Like all Rolex Perpetual movements, the 3131 

is a certified Swiss chronometer, a designation reserved for 

high-precision watches that have successfully passed the 

Swiss Official Chronometer Testing Institute (COSC) tests. It 

includes Rolex-patented components to guarantee the level of 

resistance to magnetic interference for which it is named. The 

escapement of the Milgauss features a paramagnetic escape 

wheel made of a nickel-phosphorus alloy. This component is 

produced using a micromanufacturing technology (UV-LiGA) 

that is entirely mastered in-house. The oscillator, the true 

heart of the watch, has a blue Parachrom hairspring patented 

and manufactured by Rolex in an exclusive alloy of niobium 

and zirconium. Insensitive to magnetic fields, the Parachrom 

hairspring offers great stability when exposed to temperature 

variations and remains up to 10 times more precise than a 

traditional hairspring in case of shocks.

THE OYSTER BRACELET, 

COMFORTABLE AND SECURE 

The Oyster bracelet of the Oyster Perpetual Milgauss is very 

secure and comfortable to wear. It is equipped with a folding 

Oysterclasp, designed by Rolex. It also features the ingenious 

Rolex-patented Easylink rapid extension system that allows the 

wearer to easily increase the bracelet length by approximately 

5 mm, for additional comfort in any circumstance.
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CASE 
TYPE Oyster (monobloc middle case, screw-down case back 

and winding crown) 
 Internal magnetic shield to protect the movement

DIAMETER 40 mm 

MATERIAL 904L stainless steel superalloy, polished fi nish

CASE BACK Screw-down with Rolex fl uting 

BEZEL Smooth 

WINDING CROWN Screw-down, Twinlock double waterproofness system 

CRYSTAL Scratch-resistant green sapphire 

WATERPROOFNESS 100 metres (330 feet) 

MOVEMENT
CALIBRE 3131, Manufacture Rolex 
 Mechanical movement with bidirectional self-winding via 

Perpetual rotor 

PRECISION Offi cially certifi ed Swiss chronometer (COSC) 

FUNCTIONS Centre hour, minute and seconds hands 
 Stop-seconds for precise time setting

OSCILLATOR Frequency: 28,800 beats/hour (4Hz) 
 Paramagnetic blue Parachrom hairspring 
 Breguet overcoil 
 Large balance wheel with variable inertia 
 Paramagnetic nickel-phosphorus escape wheel
 High-precision regulating via four gold Microstella nuts 
 Traversing balance bridge 

JEWELLING 31 rubies 

POWER RESERVE Approximately 48 hours 

DIAL 
COLOUR Z blue

HOUR MARKERS Highly legible Chromalight appliques (long-lasting 
luminescence) in 18 ct white gold 

HANDS Chromalight hands in 18 ct white gold, orange lightning-
bolt-shaped seconds hand 

BRACELET 
TYPE Oyster, three-piece solid links 

MATERIAL 904L stainless steel superalloy, polished centre links, 
satin-fi nished outer links with polished edges 

CLASP Folding Oysterclasp 
 Easylink 5 mm comfort extension link 

OYSTER PERPETUAL 
MILGAUSS

Reference (case – bracelet): 
116400 GV – 72400

OYSTER PERPETUAL 
MILGAUSS

Reference (case – bracelet): 
116400 GV – 72400
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oyster perpetual

Rolex is introducing updated versions of its quintessential Oyster 

Perpetual model in 31 and 36 mm featuring exclusive new dials. 

The Oyster Perpetual – the purest expression of the Oyster concept 

and having no other function than a clear, accurate time display – 

comprises the renowned Rolex waterproof Oyster case and the 

self-winding Rolex Perpetual movement famed for its precision and 

reliability. The Oyster Perpetual is an officially certified chronometer 

endowed with all the fundamental attributes of the Oyster collection 

and affords full access to the Rolex legend. This model stands out 

with its eye-catching new dials in elegant and sporty colours.

THE OYSTER CASE, SYMBOL OF 

WATERPROOFNESS AND ROBUSTNESS

The Oyster Perpetual’s Oyster case, guaranteed waterproof to a 

depth of 100 metres (330 feet), is a paragon of robustness and 

reliability. The characteristically shaped middle case is crafted from 

a solid block of particularly corrosion-resistant 904L steel. The fluted 

case back is hermetically screwed down with a special tool exclusive 

to Rolex watchmakers. The winding crown, fitted with the patented 

Twinlock double waterproofness system, screws down securely 

against the case. The crystal is made of virtually scratchproof 

sapphire. The waterproof Oyster case provides optimal protection 

for the Oyster Perpetual’s high precision movement.

CALIBRE 3130,  

A SUPERLATIVE CHRONOMETER

The 36 mm Oyster Perpetual is equipped with calibre 3130, 

a self-winding mechanical movement entirely developed and 

manufactured by Rolex. Like all Rolex Perpetual movements, the 

3130 is a certified Swiss chronometer, a designation reserved 

for high-precision watches that have successfully passed the 

Swiss Official Chronometer Testing Institute (COSC) tests. 

Its design and quality manufacture ensure peerless precision 

and reliability. The oscillator, the true heart of the watch, has 

a blue Parachrom hairspring patented and manufactured 

by Rolex in an exclusive alloy of niobium and zirconium. 

Insensitive to magnetic fields, the Parachrom hairspring offers 

great stability when exposed to temperature variations and 

remains up to 10 times more precise in case of shocks than a 

traditional hairspring.

THE OYSTER BRACELET,  

COMFORTABLE AND SECURE

The Oyster Perpetual watches are paired with a solid-link Oyster 

bracelet in 904L steel which is very secure and comfortable 

to wear. The bracelet is equipped with a folding Oysterclasp 

designed by Rolex. 



CASE
TYPE Oyster (monobloc middle case, screw-down case back 

and winding crown)

DIAMETER 36 mm

MATERIAL 904L stainless steel superalloy, satin fi nished

CASE BACK Screw-down with Rolex fl uting

BEZEL Domed

WINDING CROWN Screw-down, Twinlock double waterproofness system

CRYSTAL Scratch-resistant sapphire

WATERPROOFNESS 100 metres (330 feet)

MOVEMENT
CALIBRE 3130, Manufacture Rolex
 Mechanical movement with bidirectional self-winding via 

Perpetual rotor

PRECISION Offi cially certifi ed Swiss chronometer (COSC)

FUNCTIONS Centre hour, minute and seconds hands
 Stop-seconds for precise time setting

OSCILLATOR Frequency: 28,800 beats/hour (4Hz)
 Paramagnetic blue Parachrom hairspring
 Breguet overcoil
 Large balance wheel with variable inertia
 High-precision regulating via four gold Microstella nuts
 Traversing balance bridge

JEWELLING 31 rubies

POWER RESERVE Approximately 48 hours

DIAL
COLOUR Red grape, sunray fi nish
 White grape, sunray fi nish
 Steel, sunray fi nish

HOUR MARKERS 18 ct white gold appliques with phosphorescent material

HANDS 18 ct white gold with phosphorescent material

BRACELET
TYPE Oyster, three-piece solid links

MATERIAL 904L stainless steel superalloy, satin fi nished, polished 
edges

CLASP Folding Oysterclasp

OYSTER PERPETUAL 

Reference (case – bracelet): 
116000 – 70200
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OYSTER PERPETUAL

Reference (case – bracelet): 
116000 – 70200
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CASE
TYPE Oyster (monobloc middle case, screw-down case back 

and winding crown)

DIAMETER 31 mm

MATERIAL 904L stainless steel superalloy, satin fi nished

CASE BACK Screw-down with Rolex fl uting

BEZEL Domed

WINDING CROWN Screw-down, Twinlock double waterproofness system

CRYSTAL Scratch-resistant sapphire

WATERPROOFNESS 100 metres (330 feet)

MOVEMENT
CALIBRE 2231, Manufacture Rolex
 Mechanical movement with bidirectional self-winding via 

Perpetual rotor

PRECISION Offi cially certifi ed Swiss chronometer (COSC)

FUNCTIONS Centre hour, minute and seconds hands
 Stop-seconds for precise time setting

OSCILLATOR Frequency: 28,800 beats/hour (4Hz)
 Hairspring with Breguet overcoil
 Balance wheel with variable inertia
 High-precision regulating via two gold Microstella nuts
 Traversing balance bridge

JEWELLING 31 rubies

POWER RESERVE Approximately 48 hours

DIAL
COLOUR White lacquer
 Azzurro blue, sunray fi nish

HOUR MARKERS Roman numerals III, VI and IX in 18 ct white gold, blue 
hour ring

HANDS 18 ct white gold

BRACELET
TYPE Oyster, three-piece solid links

MATERIAL 904L stainless steel superalloy, satin fi nished, polished 
edges

CLASP Folding OysterclaspOYSTER PERPETUAL 

Reference (case – bracelet): 
177200 – 70160

OYSTER PERPETUAL

Reference (case – bracelet): 
177200 – 70160
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